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Football adds 21 recruits Virginia
tackles
assault
Everett Withers talks new players at National Signing Day press conference
By richie bozek
The Breeze

There were three words
that head coach Everett
Withers repeatedly used
to describe his incoming
recruit class on Wednesday afternoon: taller, longer
and athletic.
Every year, on the first
Wednesday of February,
college football’s biggest
event since the national
championship game in
early January is analyzed
on sports news outlets
throughout the nation.
National Signing Day is
the first day of the year that
a high school senior can
officially sign a National
Letter of Intent (NLI) committing to play football at a
given NCAA school.
On Wednesday aftern o o n d u r i n g a p re s s

conference at Bridgeforth
Stadium, Withers sat down
and welcomed 21 recruits
to the JMU community who
are committed to step on
the gridiron sporting purple and gold for the Dukes
come September.
“ I think this group
embodies what we are trying to build on our roster
and throughout our program here at JMU,” Withers
said.
Withers also stated that
he wanted to raise the
team’s football IQ and felt
successful in doing so. Part
of this comes from signing
players whom he referred
to as “stick-and-ball guys”
— players who love the
game and are always in the
gym working to get better.
Withers described a
see football, page 10

Proposed bill could
change sexual violence
reporting process for
Virginia universities

By erin flynn
The Breeze

erin williams / the breeze

Head coach Everett Withers welcomes recruits at the
National Signing Day press conference on Wednesday.

Alum marks the spot
New owner takes over local bike shop, looks to foster biking community

Students reap variety of
rewards from local mixed
martial arts institute
sports | 9

making all
the movies
Student production
company uses
crowdfunding for films
mark owen / the breeze
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Service and footwear manager Erik Jensen works on a bike at Bluestone Bike & Run, formerly Mark’s Bike Shop, on Monday.
By stephen proffitt
The Breeze

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“

We spoke Arabic
in the house.
When I first
started speaking
English, I had
more of a British
accent instead
of an American
one. People
here couldn’t
understand me
and I couldn’t
understand them.
life | 7

”

NUMBER OF THE DAY

27
JMU women’s basketball
has won 27 of its last 28
conference games. Read
a preview of the team’s
weekend road trip.
sports | 10

TODAY WILL BE
Mostly sunny

30° / 14°
chance of rain: 20%

A

lmost 40 years of local cycling tradition exchanged hands one fall
morning over a cup of coffee and
breakfast.
That’s exactly what happened for Harrisonburg resident Kyle Coleman who finalized a
deal with Mark Nissley over the ownership of
the former Mark’s Bike Shop, now operating as
Bluestone Bike & Run.
“It was a fateful day there at Greenberry’s Coffee one morning,” Coleman said. “That’s when
I offered and it made sense that I buy the bike
shop.” Nissley operated the bike shop for almost
four decades before passing it on to Coleman.
However, his passion for bicycles has spanned

much longer than his time with the shop.
Nissley obtained his love for cycling while living in Puerto Rico, where his parents practiced
missionary work. He’d crouch for hours admiring the skill of one mechanic creatively repairing
bicycles in the ’60s.
Upon arriving in Harrisonburg in the early
’70s, his mechanical passion grew out of his parent’s garage until he obtained a business license
in September 1975.
“I think we were a continuing, ongoing presence that provided some stability … there were
a lot of bike shops that came and went,” Nissley
said. “Being there for the cycling community for
four decades.”
After 39 years and change — 40, if you ask
see bikes, page 8

‘I AM TRAYVON MARTIN’
Last night in Wilson
Hall, attorney Jasmine
Rand, who worked
closely with the family of Trayvon Martin,
presented “I Am
Trayvon Martin: Hoodies Up, How One Case
Changed a Nation and
Ignited the World.” The
program was a part of
the Center of Multicultural Student Services’
D.E.E.P Impact cultural
series and it focused on
Rand’s legal experience.
She highlighted the
usage of social media
to further social justice
and how her students
coined the phrase, “I
matt schmachtenberg / the breeze am Trayvon Martin.”

A new Virginia bill under review
could change the process for handling
sexual assault cases at colleges across
the state.
SB 712, if passed, would “require
each public or private institution of
higher education that has obtained
any information alleging that a felony
sexual assault involving a student has
occurred to report such information
to the police.”
University employees may be
charged with a misdemeanor if they
fail to report a sexual assault incident
within 24 hours and the police must
notify the commonwealth’s attorney
within 48 hours of beginning an investigation. However, according to Sen.
George Barker (D-Va.) who also introduced the bill, is unsure of whether the
24-hour mandate will be in the bill.
Barker said that there are many bills
being proposed in the Senate related
to the issue of sexual assault. Some of
those bills are focused on reporting,
some on law enforcement and prosecution and others on providing victims
with support and ensuring the victim
has control in the situation.
“The bill that I had [introduced]
really is a little different from those,”
Barker said. “What I’ve been trying
to get at is making sure that we had
information … in terms of what [sexual assault incidents are] happening
out there — what is at least alleged to
have happened out there at each of the
universities and sort of monitor over
time the number of alleged assaults
and what types of assaults and potential crimes are committed there.”
According to Barker, sexual assault
information isn’t easily accessible in
the current system, making it difficult
for the state to compare the information to other Virginia colleges and
universities.
Barker said obtaining this information is important because it allows the
state to monitor sexual assault trends
over time and figure out the best
types of interventions that should be
incorporated.
“Hav[ing] that information collected in a single source statewide so that
we would have that information that
would go out — [and would provide]
comparisons across colleges and universities as well,” he said.
According to the U.S. Bureau of
Justice Statistics, from 1995 to 2013,
females between the ages of 18 and 24
had the highest rate of rape and sexual
assault victimizations. Among student
victims, 20 percent of them reported
their sexual assault incident to the
police, while 32 percent of the nonstudent victims reported the incident.
Twenty-six percent of students and
23 percent of non-students who didn’t
report the incident believed it was a
personal matter and 20 percent of
both groups said that they had a fear
of retaliation.
Even though the rate of rape and
sexual assault was 1.2 times higher for
non-students than students, student
victims were more likely to state that
the incident wasn’t important enough
to report.
Many, including Patricia Crocker,
staff psychologist at the Counseling
Center and coordinator of the Sexual Trauma Empowerment Program,
believe that including law enforcement in the reporting process could
be beneficial.
“I believe law enforcement has
access to resources that universities
often do not, [such as] highly trained
investigators, and that these resources
could help victims of sexual violence
access justice,” Crocker said. “I also
realize, however, that reports of sexual violence can be very difficult
to prove when the standard of evidence used is ‘beyond a reasonable
doubt.’ In this sense, having access
to a university adjudication process
may make it easier for student victims
to achieve the outcomes they want.”
see bill, page 4
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Correction
•
In the Feb. 2 edition of The Breeze, the photo for the page
3 story, “Harnessing rays of sunlight,” incorrectly identified the photographer as Sabrina McCormack. Danielle
Epifanio was the actual photographer.
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Parlor action
5 Dorm peer
leaders: Abbr.
8 Lidless container
14 Palm that
produces purple
berries
15 CPR giver
16 Missouri River
city
17 “You don’t look a
day over 29,”
probably
19 One may use a
teleprompter
20 IM guffaw
21 Hustled
23 Points in math
class
24 Didn’t come to
pass
28 Chorus for the
villain
29 “Dang!”
30 Fellow
31 Drink with sushi
32 Cow or sow
35 Flooring phrase
40 Promos
41 General
organization?
42 Tetra holder
43 Reining word
44 “Given the
circumstances
...”
47 So as not to be
noticed
51 Stories of the
ages
52 Invalidate
53 Vacation
destination
56 Wanted badly
59 Device for
exposing the end
of 17-, 24-, 35- or
47-Across
61 __ Pie
62 Great Basin
native
63 Orkin victim
64 Pull out of the
water
65 TD’s half-dozen
66 Gorillas, e.g.
DOWN
1 Go through a lot
of tissues
2 Tunnel effect
3 Help from behind
4 Gather dust

breezevideo1@gmail.com

Saturday

partly cloudy
42°/25°
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MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
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AM clouds
29°/10°

2/5/15

By Victor Barocas

5 “I can __”
6 __ curiae: friend
of the court
7 Tough to climb
8 Nav. noncom
9 Word before
base or ball
10 Kingdoms
11 Skywalker
associate,
familiarly
12 Monastic
garment
13 Inducing the
willies
18 Sea eagles
22 Kitchen dweller
of song
25 Spanish 101
verb
26 Cook quickly, in
a way
27 Half-note
feature
28 Obey
30 Campus no.
31 Farm home
32 Unit between
levels
33 Prince in
“Frozen”
34 Large grazer
36 Cowardly Lion
player
37 Bouncy pace

Wednesday’s
Puzzlesolved
Solved
Monday’s puzzle

©2015 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

38 Missouri River
city
39 Sundance Kid’s
girlfriend
43 Boll eater
44 Actor Will of “The
Lego Movie”
45 Many diner
dishes
46 Not working
47 Stress-related
ailment,
possibly

2/5/15

48 Language on a
longship
49 16th-century
circumnavigator
50 Turn out
54 Prepare for a shot
55 Song and dance
57 Former Abbey
Road Studios
owner
58 “GoodFellas”
boss
60 IRA suggester

Missing something? Send us your events at breezecopy@gmail.com.

#JMUtbt

Every “Throwback Thursday” the copy desk will be researching our print
archives (breezejmu.org/archives) to take you back in time and see what
events The Breeze has covered. Have a suggestion on what we should
research? Email us at breezecopy@gmail.com.

MARKETING & CIRCULATION
COORDINATOR

Feb. 5, 1990

Mitchell Myers

AD DESIGNERS
Caroline Davis
Adrienne Elias
Kaitlyn Rocchiccioli

On this day in 1990, The
Breeze reported that for
the first time in JMU
history, a basketball game
was broadcast live
nationally from the
Convocation Center.
ESPN came to
Harrisonburg to broadcast
a midnight basketball game
between JMU and the
University of Richmond.
JMU had been seen
nationally on broadcasts
before, but always as the
visiting team or at a
tournament, never home at
the Convocation Center.
JMU won the game 77-43.

Download our
mobile app at
breezejmu.org.

@breezejmu

NATIONAL NEWS

WORLD NEWS

FCC supports
net neutrality

Bourbon breeds 3-D printing of
bipartisanship body parts

Jordan gov’t
Egypt court
hangs militants sentences 230

Taiwanese
plane crashes

Los Angeles Times

McClatchy Washington
Bureau

Los Angeles Times

Los Angeles Times

Tribune News Service

Los Angeles Times

SAN JOSE, Calif. — It sounds
like something from a science
fiction plot: So-called threedimensional printers are being
used to fashion prosthetic arms
and hands, jaw bones, spinalcord implants — and one day
perhaps even living human
body parts.
While the parts printed
for humans so far have been
fashioned from plastic, metal
and other inorganic materials, researchers in California
and elsewhere also have begun
printing living tissue, with the
goal of eventually employing
these “bioprinters” to create
customized kidneys, livers and
other organs for people needing
transplants.

WASHINGTON — Faced with
an outraged public and political
commentary that it had been
humiliated by ISIL, the Jordanian
government got some payback
Wednesday at dawn, hanging
jailed militants to avenge the
ISIL’s killing of a captured pilot.
But analysts warned that while
such a dramatic step might act as
a short-term salve for a country
in mourning, the move might
backfire in the long run by looping a key U.S. counterterrorism
ally into a cycle of savagery with
a bloodthirsty militant group.
The English-speaking King
Abdullah and Queen Rania have
gone to great lengths to promote
Jordan as a Western-friendly beacon of stability.

CAIRO — An Egyptian court
on Wednesday sentenced 230
people, including leading prodemocracy activist Ahmed
Douma, to life in prison on
charges of attacking security forces and damaging state buildings
during violent protests more than
three years ago.
The Cairo Criminal Court also
fined Douma 17 million Egyptian pounds ($2.2 million) for
the damage caused to cabinet
headquarters and other state
property during violent protests
late in 2011.
The case is related to clashes
that erupted between protesters
and security forces outside the
cabinet offices in central Cairo
in December 2011.

TAIPEI, Taiwan — A Taiwanese passenger plane hurtled
into a river after hitting a bridge
shortly after taking off from a
Taipei airport on Wednesday,
killing at least 31 people.
TransAsia Airways flight 235
with 53 passengers and five
crew members on board was
en route from Songshan Airport to Kinmen Island when
it crashed after takeoff at 10:52
a.m., according to the Civil
Aeronautics Administration.
By late Wednesday, 40 people on the flight had been
accounted for, the aviation
authority said.

WA SH I N GTO N — Th e
head of the Federal Communications Commission said
Wednesday that he is proposing tough new rules governing
online traffic that would regulate Internet service like a
public utility.
The proposed net neutrality
rules would prohibit broadband companies from charging
websites for faster delivery of
their content and from blocking or slowing any legal online
content or service, FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler said.
“The Internet must be fast,
fair and open. That is the
message I’ve heard from consumers and innovators across
this nation,” Wheeler said.

WASHINGTON — The bourbon was flowing and, at least
in one Washington ballroom, a
spirit of bipartisanship broke out
Tuesday night, courtesy of Kentucky’s distillers.
A 42-gallon oak barrel filled
with a mix of some the state’s best
bourbon made a 545-mile trek
from Lexington to a politically
gridlocked Washington by bus on
a mission to foster bipartisanship
by the glass, rekindling a strategy used by Henry Clay, Congress’
legendary “Great Compromiser.”
“It’s a pleasure to be here to
celebrate the spirit of Kentucky _
literally,” Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., told the
crowd.

Compiled from Tribune
News Service.

News

breaking news

Apply to be a news editor today!
Email breezeeditor@gmail.com.

Editors Erin Flynn, Patrick Mortiere & Sam Baars Email breezenews@gmail.com
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Giving survivors a voice

Political science professor Ken Rutherford reflects on his mission to help victims of landmine accidents
By ALYSSA MILLER
The Breeze

Some people realize their passion early in
life or through a revelation of sorts, but this
JMU professor’s wake-up call nearly killed
him.
Ken Rutherford is a political science professor and director of the Center for International
Stabilization and Recovery at JMU.
“Have you seen the movie ‘Black Hawk
Down,’ or heard about it?” Rutherford asked,
recalling his experiences assisting in an
international rescue committee mission in
Somalia.
“I was there when all that happened,” Rutherford said. “When I came back … people
heard about the story, about an American
being injured in Somalia.”
Rutherford is referring to an accident that
occurred when his vehicle drove over a landmine, ultimately resulting in the loss of both
his legs.
A year after the incident in 1994, Rutherford
was asked to testify before Congress during
the Global Landmine Crisis hearing.
“Up until then, for a year, I thought I just
had an unfortunate accident, and no one gets
injured by a landmine,” Rutherford said. “It
was very unique, and it was a very isolated
case.”
While doing research for the Global Landmine Crisis hearing, which he would later
provide testimony for, Rutherford discovered
that he wasn’t so unique after all. In fact, over
30,000 people were being killed or injured
every year by these weapons.
“These landmines were blowing up Africans, Latin Americans, Asians [and] Arabs
... it never hits the newspaper, because …
they’re in developing countries, they’re poor
people, they’re farmers or herders,” Rutherford said. “The only difference was [that] I was
an American.”
Since then, Rutherford has made it his
life’s work to bring recognition to and advocate for the victims of landmine accidents.
He received his Ph.D. from Georgetown University and began traveling the world to raise

Matt Schmachtenberg / the breeze

Ken Rutherford, a political science professor and director of the Center for International Stabilization and Recovery at JMU, is an advocate for
victims of landmine accidents. He contributed to the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty and in 1994 he testified before Congress during a committee hearing.

awareness about landmines.
He worked with Princess Diana to ensure
that the 1997 Mine Ban Treaty addressed
assistance for victims of landmine accidents.
The treaty aims to eliminate anti-personnel
landmines around the world and currently

162 nations have signed on — the United
States, Russia and China are not included
among those signatories.
Although they have not signed the treaty,
the U.S. hasn’t used landmines since 1992,
and ceased production in 1999.

“We’re the first country to stop exporting
landmines in 1993, and are the largest contributor to clearing landmines and helping
victims in the world,” Rutherford explained.

Q&A

Anatomy and the great outdoors
Assistant biology professor Derek Strong thinks back on his beginnings in science

see MINES, page 4

In Brief
harrisonburg

Police investigate forcible
fondling at apartment
The Harrisonburg Police Department is
investigating an incident of forcible fondling
that happened late on Jan. 30 or the early
morning of Jan. 31 in the area of the Copper
Beech Townhomes apartment complex.
The victim attended an off-campus party
and left with an individual whom she had met
at the party. He allegedly took her to an apartment believed to be in the Copper Beech area
where she was then assaulted.
Anyone with information on the incident
can contact the HPD at Crime Solvers 540574-5050 or text “HPD,” plus the tip to CRIMES
(274637). The JMU Police Department can be
contacted at 540-568-691 or in person at the
James Madison University Police Department
in Anthony-Seeger Hall. You can also email
your tip to publicsafety@jmu.edu.
JMU encourages students to exercise good
crime prevention strategies by using the buddy
system when attending parties and not accepting drinks from unknown people.
Richmond

danielle epifanio / the breeze

Derek Strong, an assistant professor in JMU’s Department of Biology, originally considered a career in civil engineering before taking an organic chemistry class and
dedicated his studies toward biology and anatomy. Outside of class, Strong enjoys sailing and went to boat-building school to learn how to craft his own vessels.
By William Mason
The Breeze

just kind of happens. I try to
integrate it in a little bit.

Derek Strong is boat-building and
triathlon-running assistant biology
professor who didn’t always plan to
teach biology or “gross anatomy.”
The Breeze sat down with Strong to
find out what compelled him to teach
at JMU, and what sorts of hobbies
he has outside of the classroom.

What are your goals at JMU?

You like to joke and bring outside
references to your classes. Do
you think that helps students
understand the material better?
I think it does, that’s kind of why
I include that. So for the lecture
I think it’s fun, but I kind of like
things that are hard and fun.
And then if you put things on a
website, if you have something
unexpected, it’s going to be
more fun — a strange video
or even art ... I think humor is
important. I think it’s something
that you don’t really plan, but

An idea I’ve had for a few years
— I’m not sure completely that
it hasn’t been done yet, I don’t
think it has — but having taught
at the community college where
you have models that don’t
work very well or there’s very
few of them, and having done
the cadaver dissections kind
of in the traditional formats
that’s the way to you learn it, it’s
unbeatable! But it’s expensive
and you have to have resources.
So I have this idea for like an
Ikea body, so it’s like a box that
could you buy. The bones are
pretty simple — the skeleton, but
the muscle — I want to learn how
to do mold-making or if there
are students here who did art
or sculpture and mold-making —
to make them out of materials
that felt like a muscle. So you

know when you go to lab and
you use models that are solid
and when you drop them they
break. But something that’s
actually like a gel … instead of
connecting bones with screws
using a 3-D printer — people in
engineering know how to do
that — to build the joint capsules
or ligaments out of a material
that is kind of like glue. So you
would actually … attach the
ligaments to bone landmarks
and you would attach the
muscle to bone landmarks too.
What circumstances
brought you to JMU?
You know, I’ve always kept an
eye open for a job here because
one of the grad students I
went to school with in Vermont
went here and she loved it.
For summer classes, I’ve had
students from JMU and they’ve
been awesome; it’s just beautiful
here and it’s a beautiful campus.

When I saw the job, I thought
“Well shoot that’s great!” I
can do some research too,
like a little collaboration and
teach — anatomy is my favorite
subject. It was pretty much a
no-brainer, I felt lucky to have
actually gotten the job really.
Where did your interest in anatomy
and biology come from?
Kind of a semi-long story, but
the short version is when I went
back to school I was originally
thinking about going into civil
engineering because I was
thinking I wanted to travel a
little bit. But I took organic
chemistry — and this was at
a community college — and
I had a great teacher, and I
kind of got into the bench
experiments, so you never knew
what was going to happen, like
explosions and stuff, so I really
see strong, page 4

Student advocacy group
lobbies at state capital
Yesterday, more than 100 students representing 14 Virginia colleges and universities
traveled to Richmond to lobby for keeping
colleges affordable and safe, according to
Virginia21 Communications Director Alexsis
Rodgers.
This group, Virginia21, focused on three key
issues: passing Gov. McAuliffe’s FY16 budget
recommendation without further cuts to our
colleges, campus sexual assault and guns on
campus.
Students lobbied for the General Assembly to oppose SB 712, mandatory reporting of
campus sexual assault to local law enforcement, on the premise of driving down sexual
assault reports and making it harder to catch
perpetrators.
The group also encouraged the General
Assembly to oppose HB 1389, which would
allow students to have guns in their dorm
rooms.
“We live, work and study on college campuses and have a vested interest in keeping
college affordable and our campuses safe.”
Karen Tirelis, co-chair of Virginia 21’s student
leadership committee, said.
Virginia21 is a nonprofit organization that
encourages young people to engage in the
political process by providing information,
directing advocacy and coordinating political action on a non-partisan issue agenda.
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Strong |
From Vermont
to Virginia

MINE | CISR produces an annual report for the U.S. State
Department detailing the nation’s landmine removal efforts

from page 3

Matt Schmachtenberg / the breeze

As director of the Center for International Stabilization and Recovery, Ken Rutherford puts an emphasis on support for survivors of landmine accidents. CISR and JMU
produce the U.S. State Department’s annual report called “To Walk the Earth in Safety,” which details the ways the U.S. is spending money to remove mines globally.
from page 3

These opportunities encouraged Rutherford to
continue raising awareness about the global landmine problem.
“Anybody who knows me knows that there’s not
a seed of bitterness in my heart about what happened to me,” Rutherford said. “I feel blessed to
be an American and to be in the position to help
people … And if being a double amputee from
a landmine is my platform to do that, I accept it
wholeheartedly.”
Rutherford’s work reaches all the way to Harrisonburg. Since 2010, he has been the director of the
Center for International Stabilization and Recovery (formerly the Mine Action Information Center).
The program, which celebrates its 20th anniversary this fall, began with the mindset of destroying
any and all landmine materials. That idea has
since grown to incorporate issues of post-conflict,
frequent literature on the subject matter and management training for mine action.
Associate Director of CISR, Suzanne Fiederlein,
has been with the program since 1999. Administrative duties aside, Fiederlein works as project
manager, implementing programs around the
world to assist in landmine action and awareness.

One of Fiederlein’s biggest projects was the Senior
Managers Course, formerly housed on JMU’s campus. The program provided training and instruction
for “the managers of national mine clearance programs,” and utilized the faculty and staff on campus.
More recently, the course has become a regional
project, involving a smaller number of faculty and
staff to work around the globe.
Aside from recent changes in project implementation, Fiederlein says CISR has undergone a
significant shift since Rutherford became director
in 2010.
“We’re doing more survivor assistance [and]
peer-support work than we did previously,” Fiederlein said.
JMU also produces the U.S. State Department’s
annual report from the Conventional Weapons
Destruction program called “To Walk the Earth
in Safety,” a report that details the ways the U.S. is
spending money for removal of landmines around
the world.
Since Rutherford began his work, he said he has
seen a definite change in the way landmine victims
are viewed, both in the U.S. and around the world.
The aforementioned Mine Ban Treaty is one of the
major changes, but there have been more subtle differences as well.

“In many cultures around the world, they have
failed to differentiate between physical and mental disabilities,” Rutherford said. “As a person with
physical disabilities myself, not having any legs,
sometimes you’re looked upon as not a ‘whole person’ … So, it’s trying to instill that sense of ‘whole’
human being, and to be taken respectfully and seriously as another person.”
Fiederlein, who has travelled with Rutherford on
several occasions, referred to him as a “great inspiration” to those he works with.
“It is quite amazing to see the … you might
almost say ‘blossoming’ in these people … [as they
become] more at ease with the fact that they’ve got
this disability, but here’s Dr. Rutherford with his two
prosthetic legs and he’s going everywhere and he
seems to be tireless. Nothing stops him,” Fiederlein said.
Of course, it’s not always easy even though he’s
been giving presentations about his experience for
years.
“It’s fresh every time I do it … I relive that experience to the point where I can still taste blood in
my mouth,” Rutherford said.
contact Alyssa Miller at
mille7aa@dukes.jmu.edu.

got into science. Then, when
I transferred to Berkeley,
I started as an undergrad
researcher — I studied early
neuro development — and I
kind of got hooked on research
and stayed as a lab tech for
a year so I could kind of earn
some money. Then, I went to
grad school at the University of
Vermont, and I guess I’d always
been interested in neural
development — it went back
to before I was in school when
I worked with a guy who had
multiple sclerosis and we did all
the physical therapy together.
And then at UVM we were
a really small grad program
… there were only four of us
that year and we took the first
year with the med students.
Next thing you know I’m in my
gross anatomy [class] doing
dissections with the students.
It was such a fun hard class, but
it was so cool. And for graduate
school we would teach for a
stipend so we would take the
class with the students then
teach the next four years, so I
got to teach the gross anatomy
a few times for the med
students, and nursing and PT.
The reason I went back to grad
school was because I had so
much fun and wanted to teach
— and it’s probably still true
— but at the time, even at the
community college level, you
had to have a Ph.D. to teach.
What are your interests
outside the classroom?
When I was at Eastern shore —
and before that it was sailing
— I was actually a boat builder
briefly. I went to boat-building
school after I dropped out of
college so I love sailing and
just started last year and we
won our division … The big one
since I went back to school
in ’98 was triathlons. Now
hopefully, as I get settled in
I can start training for those
again. That, by far, has been
my been my big interest.
contact William Mason at
mason3wj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Bill | Opponents think mandatory reporting may be damaging to victims
from front

However, many are unsure of whether the
bill, if passed, would increase the number of
sexual violence reports that are made.
“I could see it going either direction. I can
understand a student’s hesitation to come forward if he or she doesn’t want to involve law
enforcement and is aware that would happen
automatically upon disclosing to a university
employee,” Crocker said in an email. “On the
other hand, it may help normalize reporting to
law enforcement and actually encourage students to come forward by communicating to
them that what they have experienced is criminal and deserves to be treated as such.”
Crocker also believes that the way law
enforcement responds to victims may encourage or discourage them from coming forward
more so than the actual bill.
Others, including senior writing, rhetoric and
technical communications major and President
of Campus Assault ResponsE (C.A.R.E) Charity
O’Connor, don’t think police should be notified
and involved in the process if the victim doesn’t
want them to be.
According to O’Connor, forcing survivors to
report an incident when they’re not ready or
don’t want to report it can be damaging to the
individual.
“Requiring police reporting is a reactionary
approach that seeks to solve a multidimensional
issue with a knee-jerk ‘solution,’” O’Connor said
in an email. “It takes power away from survivors,
discourages survivors from coming forward and
creates a general climate of distrust and anxiety.
This is especially important to note being that
the very nature of sexual assault involves a loss
of power — so to again take power away from a
survivor is almost to re-victimize them.”
According to Barker, the possibility of survivors losing power in this process is a major
concern and believes that the Justice Committee, which will be reporting out on the bill
on Monday, will work on making sure that the
power balances out.
“I think that it can be done and I think that
it’s important that it be done as far as this process,” Barker said. “What you want is a situation
where … a victim ... feels comfortable going to
someone that they can trust who will give them
information, provide options and provide some
support and help them through the process.”
Barker also believes that having a mandatory
reporting system will help achieve that balance.
Joshua Bacon, the director of the Office of
Student Accountability and Restorative Practices is unsure of the bill’s potential outcomes.
However, Bacon believes that reporting is a
major issue that college campuses are facing.
“One of the biggest issues with sexual misconduct on college campuses is that people
don’t come forward with sexual assaults in
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general,” Bacon said. “And that’s one of the first
things we need to do in terms of prevention.”
Even though Bacon believes that the bill has
good intentions, he thinks that universities and
their employees should be more focused on
training and sexual assault education.
“We have to get into a culture of reporting,
that people feel safe to come forward, that
they’ll be supported when they come forward
and that they’ll be empowered when they come
forward, and make a lot of important decisions,”
Bacon said.
Barker added that there are some Senate bills
focused on sexual assault training and education, but the bill he introduced also allows the
information gathered to help design sexual
assault education and training for universities.
Bacon also believes that JMU is on the right
track regarding sexual assault training.
“To me, what I hope and where I see JMU
already going is that we’re training our community on how to better respond to victims, that
we’re hopefully educating them on some of the
myths of sexual assault,” Bacon said.
Despite the bill’s positive implications,
Crocker and many others still have some concerns — her primary concern is to retain some
control and choice for victims.

“If this bill passes, student victims still need
access to confidential resources that aren’t
required to report so they retain some choice
over what happens with their information and
can make informed decisions,” Crocker said.
“Access to resources is key, and whether this
bill is passed or not, students need to be made
aware of all available resources and feel supported in whatever decisions they make about
using them.”
These resources include the Counseling and
Student Development Center, C.A.R.E., the
Office of Student Accountability and Restorative Practices (OSARP), One in Four and the
Sexual Trauma Empowerment Program (STEP).
O’Connor agrees that it’s very important for
survivors having a choice when reporting sexual
assault incidents. She also stressed the importance of survivors having a safe and supportive
environment and said that requiring police
reporting would violate that safe environment.
Barker believes that it’s important that survivors have control and that they’re not dragged
into a criminal procedure.
“Well I think that [allowing survivors to have
a choice] is important and that’s why I think that
there is value in having some type of reporting
mechanism to be able to provide [information],

let someone know the resources — the options
— that are available for them, but not have that
be something that goes directly to law enforcement or [an] investigation … and also to have
information … that doesn’t identify the victim
or anything, but at least provides information
in accounts of what the allegations are,” Barker
said.
Barker also believes that it’s very likely that
this bill or another bill regarding sexual assault
reporting, supporting sexual assault survivors
or collecting information about sexual assault
will become a law.
JMU’s current system requires that university
employees report disclosures of sexual violence
or gender discrimination to JMU’s Title IX office
so that victims can be given resources and the
reports can be investigated to ensure campus
safety, according to Crocker.
“This new bill, if passed, wouldn’t necessarily
change Title IX or Clery reporting, but it would
add a legal requirement to report disclosures of
sexual violence directly to local law enforcement
— something that, currently, isn’t routinely
done unless a victim desires it,” Crocker said.
contact Erin Flynn at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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sophisticated sass

#LikeAGirl
response
proves its
necessity
Out of all the commercials
played during the Super
Bowl this past Sunday, the
one that stuck with me the
most was Always’ #LikeAGirl.
This commercial highlighted
the cultural stigma our society has against doing things
“like a girl” in an attempt to
empower young women.
The commercial asked, “When did doing something ‘like a girl’ become an insult?”
The commercial was a great way to expose the
negative issues surrounding the plummet of girls’
self-esteem during puberty.
While there was a good amount of positive feedback surrounding the ad, I was appalled by the
newest trending topic on Twitter — #LikeABoy.
#LikeABoy trended thanks to a group of “meninists” (men’s rights activists) who couldn’t handle
women being the focus of any part of the maledominated night. Some Twitter users thought
that #LikeAGirl was exclusive to females only, not
realizing that it was powerful solely because “like
a girl” is so frequently used as an insult rather than
a praise.
Tweets such as “This commercial was made by
a girl … #boysarebetterthangirls #likeaboy” and
“hopefully one day us as men can have equality
and treated the same #LikeABoy” are the reasons
that this commercial exists.
Young girls shouldn’t have to grow up in a world
where doing something like a girl is frowned upon.
Like the commercial states, it should be as simple
as running like a girl meaning “running as fast as
you can,” not running slower or being less adequate than the boys around you.
People tweeting #LikeABoy are the main reason
that #LikeAGirl and the commercial are necessary
in the first place. Young girls need to be reminded that there is nothing wrong with being female
and should grow up feeling empowered to be who
they are, not that they can never amount to their
full potential because they aren’t the same as boys.
I hope that all of these “meninists” realize how
ignorant they sound when tweeting #LikeABoy.
Doing things like a boy has never been treated
as an insult, and doing things like a girl can and
should be just as powerful.
Anyone who watched the #LikeAGirl commercial should be inspired, not threatened. Promoting
positive self-esteem among young girls whose
personal image is so often deflated is extremely
important.
What Always has done helps empower young
girls to be comfortable in their own skin and proves
that, yet again, some males believe that they are
the superior gender and have to throw temper tantrums when something isn’t all about them.
Ashleigh Balsamo is a junior media arts
and design major. Contact Ashleigh at
balsamap@dukes.jmu.edu.

WHITEWASHED
The most recent Oscar nominations and the academy are lacking diversity
I always look forThough we can’t completeward to the start of ly blame the academy, there’s a
the new year because huge problem with the Oscar diverit means awards sea- sity that critics are calling for. The
son. The G olden problem lies in the academy itself.
Globes, the Oscars, In the past few years, it has invited
the Screen Actors close to 500 people to join the orgaGuild Awards and nization. However, a study done
the British Academy by the Los Angeles Times
of Film and Televi- found that in 2013, the acadsion Awards are always on my calendar emy was 93 percent white,
to watch.
and that was a less than
I go see the films, make predictions, one percent decrease from
scream when my favorites win and pout the year before. Presently,
when they don’t. So far this year, I’ve had the academy is 94 percent
no complaints with nominations. Howev- white.
er, this changed recently when the Oscar
That percentage is the
nominations were announced.
problem. You want diversity,
Like many people, I watched the noms yet most of this organizaon Jan. 15, and saying I was shocked is tion’s members are white.
a bit of an understatement. Don’t get It’s not diverse at all. How can
me wrong, I think many of the films and the academy strive for diversity
when it’s barely growing in that
actors nominated this year deserved it.
However, what bothered me the most category with every new class?
was that the majority of the nominees
Perhaps it’s time to evaluare white, creating a lack of diversity. ate the membership process.
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Each branch has its own requireSciences has a serious
ments and even a
secret application,
problem on its hands that
it has to deal with.
How can the
but I think it’s time to
In a statement regardchange that. Be more
academy
ing this issue, academy
open. Look at everyone
strive for
president, Cheryl Boone
you are offering memIsaacs officially told the
to or maybe
diversity when bership
press, “This is a membereven be more selective.
it’s barely
ship organization, so we
Make sure everyone’s
are all involved in this disvoice will be heard each
growing
in
and every year.
cussion and moving the
that category
subject of diversity forIf you want the acadward.” Yet it’s still dealing
emy to be as diverse as
with every
with criticism over diveryou hope to be, then
new class?
sity. She was also quoted
they first need to make
membership diverse. I
in saying, “I would love to
see and look forward to see
think that if the academy
a greater cultural diversity
can get that other 6 percent to a bigger number,
among all our nominees in
all of our categories.” Yet, it doesn’t seem then we will have taken a large step
toward diversity. Start
to have a plan of how to deal with it.
I’m shocked that Isaacs, the first Afri- with the organizacan-American, yet third female president tion itself, and then
of the academy, can’t offer any solutions the academy might
to the problem. This leaves us wondering be able to expand
this new diversity
who is to blame.
We could blame filmmakers. Yes, film- into filmmaking.
makers should start creating films with a
story meant for a diverse cast. They could Hayley Moore is a
avoid an all-white cast and start putting junior history and
actors and actresses of all races into mov- writing, rhetoric
ies. There’s one problem, though. Not all and technical
films are good enough to be nominated communication
for an Oscar. Let’s face it — some of the double major.
Contact Hayley at
movies today are just not good at all.
If we can’t blame the filmmakers, moorehe@dukes.
perhaps we should blame the academy jmu.edu.
members. After all, they actually nominate and vote. However, we can’t do that
either. For one, you can’t force academy members to vote for certain films or
actors. That will never be an option. Each
academy member — all 7,000, ranging
from various ages and backgrounds — has
personal film preferences. A movie that’s
critically acclaimed by one person may
be something that another person completely hates.

A “where-are-your-manners” dart to
the two JMU offices that made me cry in
the same week because of their agitated
atmosphere.
From a patient student who also works at a
front desk on campus and just needed simple
questions answered.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “why-even-come-to-class” dart to the
kid in my media arts and design class who
sits in front of me and spends more time on
Reddit than taking notes.
From a distracted student who feels bad
that you’re all alone and need Reddit to make
class bearable.
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A “learn-to-drive” dart to the girl who
decided to put her car in reverse and turn
around in the middle of the Champions
Drive parking deck.
From a senior who was looking for a
parking spot, not an almost-accident.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.

A “thank-you-for-restoring-my-faithin-humanity” pat to the student who
comically backed me up when another
student got confrontational with me.
From a Parking Services officer who gets
yelled at nearly everyday, but cherishes those
rare moments of support at her job.
A “y’all-don’t-get-enough-love” pat
to the people who clean the dorms and
buildings across campus.
From a former RA who has seen some of the
awful things they have to clean up.
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A “go-money-I mean-go-Dukes” dart to
Parking Services for giving me a ticket while I
buy a parking pass.
From a student who’s thankful for JMU’s
desire to snag as much money from its
customers as possible. Thank you for my
first taste of JMU’s corporatization of the
university!
A “you-must-love-your-job” dart to the
parking advisory committee, which allows
parking regulations to remind us that JMU
loves our money more than anything.
From a group of students who would like to
know how to improve your decision making
skills.
A “change-your-major” dart to the
students in my writing class who are lazy and
skimp on the peer reviews, especially since
it’s half of the curriculum.
From a senior who was nice enough to read
over your piece and give you constructive
criticism.
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Matt D’Angelo | speaks for itself

Marshawn Lynch is more than his persona
NFL player known for rebelling against media participation is being wrongly portrayed
“I’m only here so I don’t get fined.”
These famous (or infamous)
words muttered by the rebellious
Marshawn Lynch at this year’s
Super Bowl Media Day have ignited
much controversy in the NFL.
Certainly, the distinct display of
non-cooperation from the all-star
Seattle Seahawks running back
communicates many things. The
most important, however, is that he’s a great person aside
from being a great football player.
To commissioner Roger Goodell, Lynch is a major
blemish on the perfectly manicured PR face of the NFL.
To his teammates, he’s a trailblazer whose acts of defiance
exemplify heroism as opposed to puerile antics. But for us
— the consumer, the fan and the casual observer — what
can we take away from Lynch’s actions?
Are they that of a refined and mature individual who
rejects the “hype” because he simply doesn’t like it? Or
is he just another Kim Kardashian, Octo-mom or Snooki
whose only goal in life is to be talked about by everyone?
Before spewing your argument for why you think Lynch
is or isn’t the greatest athlete in professional sports today,
look at where he came from and the values that were
established throughout his upbringing.
Lynch was raised by his mother in one of the toughest
neighborhoods in Oakland, California. In an interview
with ESPN, Lynch describes the poverty and crime that
plagued the area along with his ability to find refuge in
his passion for football.

His attitude and demeanor off the field, however, is
what separates him from other players. Lynch’s undying
views of loyalty and trust came from his years growing up
without a strong father figure.
In fact, teammates have gone so far in saying that they
are confident Lynch would take a bullet for them given
the opportunity. Lynch’s respect was further exemplified
in his post-Super Bowl interview where he was asked
whether or not he was angry at the play call that lost
Seattle a world championship.
His response, “No … football is a team game.”
His professional attitude and commitment to those he
trusts is further shown with his community involvement.
He does a lot of work in his hometown to help better
children’s situations through sports and spends all of his
time there when he’s not playing football.
So what’s the connection? Sure, Lynch is a great guy
whose demeanor and attitude are exemplary of a role
model from the inner city. But what can fans take from
his unusual trust issues and reluctance towards media
interaction?
Well, in a world where our young adults are numbed by
the excessive stimulation caused by media coverage and
all the technological bells and whistles that accompany it,
it’s nice to see a man who refuses to buy into such things.
I highly recommend watching an interview with Lynch
over reading a typical BuzzFeed article on 32 reasons why
poppy seed bagels taste the best on Wednesdays (It might
just be me but I will never understand that website). In all
of his serious interviews, there’s an overall sense of respect
he carries, which is inspiring and should be emulated by

Marta Vucci | The Breeze

recommendation of the week

Movie: “Chef” (2014)

all kids, students and adults alike.
That’s the takeaway from all of this. It
isn’t a problem when people call Lynch
a thug or an attention-lover for refusing
to participate in the court jester’s
dance that is NFL media coverage.
Because, in actuality, Lynch is a
guy with an inordinate amount
of respect whose passions lie
in his mother’s happiness, his
community and his sport.
Talking to reporters for two
hours just days before the game is a
waste of everyone’s time, and he knows this.
That’s what he’s trying to communicate, and
personally I love the message. It’s about the
game, not the two weeks of “deflategate” media
coverage before it.
Just look at Tom Brady — or should I say the prince
of the NFL. He’s married to a supermodel who makes
more money than him, he’s an UGG model himself and
is potentially the best quarterback to ever play this sacred
game. But when I turn on my TV, I get to hear Tom Brady
talk about how some guys like old balls and others like
new balls and how he prefers deflated ones. Personally,
I’d take Lynch’s sunglasses, headphones and sanctifying
attitude over that any day.
Matt D’Angelo is a sophomore media arts and
design and political science double major. Contact
Matt at dangelmv@dukes.jmu.edu.

“Chef ” is a delightful little two-hour indie film
directed by Jon Favreau that follows Chef Carl Casper’s
journey from restaurant to food truck. Favreau also stars
as Casper, a frustrated culinary genius who’s working at
a Los Angeles restaurant owned by Dustin Hoffman’s
character, Riva.
The first half of the film, though it’s filled with
beautifully shot sequences of food preparation
accompanied by upbeat mambo music, follows
Casper’s fall from grace. We soon learn that Casper,
bound by his obligations to Riva’s menu, is struggling
to explore his culinary creativity. The turning point
occurs when Casper’s involvement on Twitter gets him
in trouble with a famed food blogger and critic who
gives him a two-star review. I’ll avoid spoiling anything
with specifics, but Casper learns about the permanence
of the Internet the hard way and finds himself at rock
bottom.
While Casper struggles in the restaurant, we also

Courtesy of Tribune news service

Marshawn Lynch is an NFL
runningback for the Seattle
Seahawks.

see him struggling to spend time with his kid. Or
rather, we see his kid, Percy (Emjay Anthony), growing
increasingly more frustrated with how little attention his
father gives him because he’s so absorbed in his work.
The plot’s pretty predictable, so once rock bottom
comes around, Casper is persuaded to go to Miami with
his ex-wife Inez (Sofia Vergara) and Percy. He finally
starts spending time with the family he has neglected
for so long and is eventually convinced to get involved
in the food truck business. Casper, joined by Percy and
his culinary friend Martin (John Leguizamo), embark
on a significantly more upbeat journey in second half of
the film, accompanied by plenty of Cuban sandwiches
and double the classic mambo jams. There’s a happy
ending, but I won’t say any more than that.
“Chef” is a little long, but it’s a great movie to have
on Netflix. The smart script and charismatic cast make
it just the right kind of feel-good film to help lift your
gloomy winter spirits. It worked for me, at least.
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Lottery of a lifetime
Student Martina Samoel’s family wins international lottery to move to America, initial adjustment isn’t easy
Freshman biology
major Martina
Samoel moved to
Richmond, Virginia,
with her family in
2010. Originally
from Egypt,
Samoel disliked
the symmetry
of suburban life.
In high school,
she joined the
National Honor
Society, switched
to regular courses
and graduated with
a 4.2 GPA before
coming to JMU this
past fall.
DANIEL STEIN / THE BREEZE
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By MIKE DOLZER | THE BREEZE

or one JMU student, America was a distant land of education or sports when I first came here.”
and jobs that could save her family from its no-longer-happy
Language was another hurdle she faced right out of the gate.
home, which was in the throes of a bloody revolution that
“We spoke Arabic in the house,” Samoel said. “When I first started speakrocked the world.
ing English, I had more of a British accent instead of an American one.
“Streets were not as safe as they used to be; it was a good People here couldn’t understand me, and I couldn’t understand them.”
Burdened by cultural and verbal isolation, she set a specific goal when
time to leave,” Martina Samoel, a freshman biology major from Al Minya,
Egypt, said. “We moved to Richmond, Virginia, in October of 2011 ... on she got to James River High School in Midlothian, Virginia.
January 25 of that year my country had the revolution.”
“I spent all of my time studying, I wanted to do really well academically,”
In 2010, her mom won the Diversity Visa Program, or ‘Green Card Lot- Samoel said. “Since I came in as a sophomore, I wanted to graduate high
school in three years and be in good shape for college.”
tery,’ put on by the U.S. State Department in accordance
Upon arrival to the American public school system,
with the Immigration Act of 1990. The lottery is available “When we left I was
only to countries that have a low number of immigrants to
she was placed in the ESL (English as a second lanalmost 17, so it’s not
the U.S. The reward is a permanent residency visa for the
guage) program. She started to pick up more English
like moving when
winner and immediate family.
just from hearing it around school.
“After we found out that we won, we went for medical
In her last two years of high school, she joined
you’re a child and
exams and then interviews at the U.S. embassy,” Samoel
National Beta Club and National Honor Society, as
said. “We were then told we had six months to leave, and you can adapt to
well as the DoSomething community service organithat was it. Once you are approved, they tell you nothing.”
zation. While those clubs helped her integrate more
the
new
place.”
Samoel, her parents and her younger brother, stumbled
into the student body, she also had some academic
upon Richmond through another Egyptian friend who had Martina Samoel
changes.
moved to the area earlier. Despite having their Richmond freshman biology major
“I was in higher level classes with American students; I was happier,” she said. “I got really good
friend, America was still a frightening and new place.
“I remember it just being silent and dark, so dark that I
grades and my GPA went to 4.2.”
couldn’t see when we got to America, not like Egypt at night
She received awards at her high school’s award day,
at all,” Samoel said. “We all went out for a walk the next morning and just and was always on the Distinguished Dean’s list. She was known in her
saw trees and houses, no shops or life like in Egypt — it was scary here.”
high school for being a hardworking individual who held her own unique
Even though the revolution made Egypt less safe, it was still her home. path to success.
“I love my friends and family from there — it was very hard to just leave
“I understood that she was really motivated to do everything she could
people that I’ve known all my life,” she said. “When we left I was almost to get admitted to college, but I never felt like she was the kid who was doing
17, so it’s not like moving when you’re a child and you can adapt to the whatever she had to do to get an A,” Stuart Nabors, Samoel’s high school
English teacher, said. “She wasn’t measuring a rubric to determine how
new place.”
to get the best grade, or making assumptions about me as the instructor
The first year in America was particularly difficult.
“The worst thing is I didn’t want to make any friends because I thought to tell me what she thought I wanted to hear — she wrote authentically.”
it would make me forget the friends I loved in Egypt, the friendships that
I wanted to last forever,” Samoel said. “I didn’t get involved in social clubs
see EGYPT, page 8
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DOG HOUSE

COURTESY OF DOGHOUSE PRODUCTIONS

Senior media arts and design major Shane Mitchell stars in a promotional video titled “JMYou — Doghouse Productions Sweepstakes” on the club’s YouTube channel, DoghouseTV.

Student-run film company Doghouse Productions supports projects with crowdfunding, projects range from commercials to short films
By NATALIE MILLER
The Breeze

Some people consider being in the doghouse a bad thing, but
not these JMU students.
Three media arts and design majors joined forces to share their
passion for filmmaking and encouraging students to explore this
art form.
In the fall of 2013, Shane Mitchell, a senior media arts and
design major and president of Doghouse Productions, started
the group with his friend and vice president Danny Melendez, a
senior media arts and design major. The two met Ryan Cudahy,
a sophomore media arts and design major and the current secretary for Doghouse Productions, and decided to form a club
for aspiring filmmakers to collaborate and improve their skills.
“There have been other film clubs at JMU,” Mitchell said. “But
none of them are like us.”
Doghouse Productions currently has about 25 to 30 regular
members who attend the club’s weekly meetings and participate
in film production. Students from all majors with as much or
little filmmaking experience can partake in the creative process.
“[Doghouse Productions] is like a creative playground,”
Melendez said. “We all have to do projects for school but with
Doghouse you can make what you want.”
Doghouse Productions has small groups continuously working
on several film projects, ranging from short, two-minute films to

features that require more extensive work. The groups collaborate with one another to offer feedback and share equipment.
The filmmakers primarily use their own cameras, microphones,
tripods and computers for filming and editing movies. Once a
film has been finished, the club may screen their work for fellow
members to watch or the film may be uploaded to Doghouse Production’s YouTube account. Thirteen videos are currently on the
YouTube channel, DoghouseTV. Films created by the club will
hopefully be screened at Grafton-Stovall Theatre in the future.
“We’re always really proud of each other’s work,” Mitchell said.
The filmmakers produce films of all genres. The three stated
that the club’s YouTube page displays more of their humorous
work but that the group also produces serious films and even
some animations.
“We go for the projects we care about,” Cudahy said.
The founders also promote local musicians and friends, such
as DJ Rex Whatever and 2 the People 4 the People, by collaborating to create music videos.
“If you get in with one or two [musical] acts, you’ll meet another and another,” Melendez said “There are always creative people
who are down to do stuff.”
The students find inspiration from successful Hollywood filmmakers such as Quentin Tarantino and Christopher Nolan and
music artist Childish Gambino. Mitchell and Melendez also cited
their adviser, English professor Marina Favila, and media arts
and design professor Tom McHardy as major influences in their

support of Doghouse Productions.
The club finances individual films with help from the crowdfunding website, Indiegogo. Crowdfunding is collecting money
from donors to fund a project. Indiegogo is one of the most
popular online crowdfunding sites; it houses thousands of campaigns that raise money for everything from disease prevention
to school sports teams.
Cudahy is currently using Indiegogo to fund a specific project
— his new feature-length film, “Jeremy’s Sin.” The film is a look
into bullying’s effects on adolescents. Cudahy was inspired to
create this film after seeing Richard Linklater’s “Boyhood.” The
site claims that Cudahy’s goal is to raise $1,000 to help pay for
the filming costs. So far, donors have helped raise almost $490.
Though funding is necessary to keep Doghouse Productions
alive, the team doesn’t use money for anything personal. “Money
can’t be an issue at this point,” Mitchell said. “If you’re in it for
the money, you’ll fall flat on your face in this industry.”
Ideally, the group will continue to grow and attract more members. Mitchell also mentioned his vision of having Doghouse
Productions locations at other college campuses. The group is
working to brand the club and be present on social media outlets.
“We have no intention of stopping anytime soon,” Mitchell
said. “We really want to push buttons and make our dreams
a reality.”
CONTACT Natalie Miller at millernk@dukes.jmu.edu.
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EGYPT |
Exchange student
hopes to be a
doctor after school
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BIKE | Bluestone Bike & Run run by JMU alumni

from front

Nabors said that he could see that she
actually came to school to learn, but he was
also struck by her kind heart.
“She would worry about me, about the
stress she speculated that I endured with
some characters in my class, about the disorder on my desk that she could only imagine
was driving me nuts, about the well-being of
my wife and kids,” Nabors said. “She was the
one who had to move from Egypt ... she was
the one who had to master a new language
… she was the one living in two worlds and
making sense of a new culture. And she was
the one concerned about me and my family?
That’s Martina.”
While Nabors emphasized Samoel’s determinism leading to her success, she said that
all of her accomplishments are thanks to
Jesus. Religion plays a significant role in her
life.
“Martina is really dedicated to her faith,”
Callie Eastin, a freshman interdisciplinary
liberal studies major and a member of Samoel’s InterVarsity small group, said.
That faith and dedication paid off, as her
prayers were answered again when more of
her family moved to America.
“Six months after we came here, my mom’s
sister won the lottery, which was so cool, and
she moved in down the street,” Samoel said.
“She made life so much better since I have
relatives to visit now.”
Divine intervention must run in the family,
because more of her family will be here soon.
“My mom’s other sister and her family
are coming to Richmond in April because
her husband won the lottery too,” she said.
“Three sisters all getting to come to America
through the lottery is truly a miracle, something that no one had ever heard of before.”
While Samoel escaped a country fissured
by a revolution and violence, her arrival to
America was anything but an easy transition.
But, after being at JMU for a semester, Samoel hopes to be a doctor once she completes
what she describes as “a very long period of
school.”
CONTACT Mike Dolzer at
dolzermj@dukes.jmu.edu.

MARK OWEN / THE BREEZE

David Taylor (‘13), manager of Bluestone Bike & Run, works on a bike tire in the shop located on South Main Street in the former Mark’s Bike Shop.
from front

him — Mark’s Bike Shop changed hands
this past fall upon Coleman’s purchase.
As an ’07 JMU alumnus, Coleman was
doing Web work for the shop a couple
years before the inception of such a deal.
“Fortuitous interests that coincided,”
Nissley said. “Couldn’t be prouder of
someone [Coleman] to have bought it.
He’s a man of the highest integrity. The
professional people involved have never
seen something run so smoothly.”
Pulling into the parking lot just off
South Main Street adjacent to Wendy’s,
on a bike of course, one may see that the
exterior signage still reads “Mark’s Bike
Shop.”
“Still waiting on the sign company,”
David Taylor, (’13) said. Taylor serves as
store manager while Erik Jensen, his good
friend and only other full-time employee,
operates as service and footwear manager. Jensen is also a ’13 alumnus.
Taylor and Jensen come from running
backgrounds but transitioned to bikes
after years of cumulative damage from
pounding the pavement.
“It’s almost like a therapy to get away
from college,” Taylor said. “You spend so
much time cooped up in a lecture hall
with no windows in it. I’d rather go out
and ride my bike.”
Leadership is just one way that Bluestone Bike & Run has evolved in its early
existence. Coleman works a full-time job
just down the street at Truck Enterprises,
Inc. His daily commute from his nearby
home includes multiple pit stops at the
shop. With Coleman juggling work, a family and the shop, it only made sense to
issue Taylor and Jensen managerial roles.
“With the transition of his ownership
came the opportunity where Erik and I

[have] management positions,” Taylor
said. “Most of the decisions in the store
are our ideas. It was this amount of freedom we’ve never had before. Now’s our
time to shine.”
Inside the glass-framed door, Taylor
selflessly assists a customer with a pallet of questions. Jensen, donning bright
blue pants, tends to the workbench where
two bikes are amid repair. They’ve spent
much of the winter rearranging the store,
which now offers customers with running
footwear, apparel and even some disc golf
implements. The new look is much more
inviting to a prospective customers who
aren’t greeted by the “Great Wall of Bikes,”
Taylor said.

“Cycling is religion here.
It’s just done with a
jersey, some shorts and
a bike, not in a church.”
David Taylor (‘13)
manager of Bluestone
Bike & Run

“If you walk in and you’re greeted by a
$4,700 bike, most normal human beings
have never owned a bike that expensive,”
Taylor said. “That’s more expensive than
most peoples’ first car. Now, we think
you can come in to the bike shop and see
everything. It’s not just high-end bikes.”
The opening of the Bluestone Trail
last fall will only help the shop as it runs
right along their backyard near Pheasant
Run Townhomes. With winter barreling
down on the Valley, it’s way too early to

start assessing the impact of the changes.
“Two years will tell us more about what
we’ll see in terms of a change more than
the next six months because it’s so new,”
Taylor said while assembling a disc brake.
“Seems very positive so far.”
Coleman, Jensen and Taylor don’t
plan on leaving Harrisonburg anytime
soon. Biking is what brought the three
of them to Harrisonburg and JMU in the
first place.
“Not getting time off when the weather
is nice,” Jensen and Taylor said laughing
about their biggest challenge.
The three, along with employees from
the other two local shops, Shenandoah
Bicycle Company and Rocktown Bicycles, get together on Sundays to ride when
their respective shops are closed.
“Now, I think there’s a really good
relationship between all the bike shops,”
Taylor said. “I think more so than growing
in any individual bike shop in Harrisonburg, I think everyone’s interested in
growing cycling in the community.”
Moving forward into the “season,”
Bluestone Bike & Run will only continue
to grow as a new unit of operation.
“The biggest change that we’re going
to do from this point forward is be super
involved in the community,” Coleman
said. “The cycling and running thing
makes us unique. It’s like a one-two
punch.”
The shop is open Monday through
Friday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Saturday 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.. It’s located at 1570 S. Main
Street.
“Cycling is religion here,” Taylor said.
“It’s just done with a jersey, some shorts
and a bike, not in a church.”
CONTACT Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

COME SEE WHAT WE
HAVE TO OFFER!
+ Outdoor Social Hall
+ Fire Pit and Grill Patio
+ Indoor Relaxation Lounge with free WiFi
+ 24-hour Clubhouse with Billiards and
Gaming Space
+ Private Yoga Studio and State-of-the-Art
Fitness Center
+ Regulation-size Basketball and
Volleyball Courts
+ In-ground Resort Pool with Towel and
Lotion Service
+ Fenced-in Pet Park
+ Stand-up Tanning Beds
+ Study Lounge and Group Study Room with
free WiFi and New iMac Computers
+ 24-hour Starbucks® Cafe
+ 24-hour Emergency Maintenance on-call
+ Located within walking distance
of JMU Campus
+ Three Convenient Bus Stops
on-site for easy travel

REDEFINING STUDENT
LIVING AT JMU.
How far is
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run from ...
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Smashing success
JMU students find outlet and form a family at local mixed martial arts institute

By Drew Fagan
contributing writer

Three weeks into his internship at the MMA Institute of
Harrisonburg, senior kinesiology major Tommy Gallinaro
has learned that it takes a certain type of person to do mixed
martial arts, and it’s got nothing to do with big muscles or
a primal fight instinct.
“People who have these high egos can’t do [MMA],” he
said. “That’s why a lot of people that do the sport are actually low-key, very nice guys.”
His words echo those of his trainer and owner of the Harrisonburg institute, Arvin Terrell, who developed an affinity
for MMA while practicing it in the Army.
“They basically choked me out and I fell in love with it,”
Terrell said.
There are about 10 to 15 JMU students who are currently pupils of this dojo, one that includes training in mixed
martial arts, Muay Thai and Brazilian Jiu Jitsu. There are various classes six days a week. As Terrell puts it, his members
come from all walks of life, eliminating the stigma MMA
gets tagged with.
“You think it’d be a bunch of meatheads [who] get together and prove how tough it is,” he said. “In actuality … we have
a really diverse group.”
Abby Palmerton, a fifth-year health sciences and nursing double major, joined the institute after she decided she
wanted to expand her skills outside of the kickboxing classes
she was taking at UREC.
“It was a lot of cardio, but it wasn’t as technically focused,”
Palmerton said.
Since becoming a student of Muay Thai last May, she
learned the sport is detail-oriented in its technicality, like
an elaborate art form.
“It’s literally like dancing in a way,” she said.
MMA challenges its students mentally, in that they must
always be thinking of their next m ove while countering
the opponent’s. As Gallinaro puts it, it can be “like a chess
match.”
But its other important component is the physicality.
According to the students, one has to brace themselves for
getting hit, but shouldn’t shy away because it has its benefits.
“You’re learning how to fight, and you have to be willing
to get hit, that’s taken me a long time to get used to,” Palmerton said. “You realize you’re not fragile and you’re not
gonna get knocked out. You just shake it off and keep going.”
Zak Draego, a junior sociology major, has learned a
lot about the nature of fighting and the true benefits it
manifests.
“You’re in essence freeing yourself from your body in a
way,” he said. “A lot of people with poor diet … especially
in college, [they] kind of become a slave to [their] body. For
me, this is really an outlet to be my potential while I’m young
and still be able to be physically active.”
Herman Brar is a JMU nursing alum (’12) and one of the

Teddy Nelson / the breeze

Ryan Wogansky (right), from Bridgewater College, works out at Tuesday’s mixed martial arts training session.

more experienced fighters at the gym. Having been there for
about seven years, he discussed what he gets out of MMA.
“When you’re in here … you reach this meditative state
where nothing else exists,” Brar said. “The second you step
on the mat, you’re focused on you and your opponent, and
you completely lose track of time.”
That may seem strange, but Brar assures its part of the
natural process.
“It sounds weird because you’re punching people in the
face and stuff, but you really find this awesome peaceful
Zen-like state,” Brar said.
In order to help ensure focus, the workouts at the institute are designed for intensity. Brar stressed the importance
of this.
“It gives you a huge amount of self-confidence,” he said.
“Now that I’ve done it, I can take on the world. I can say no

to that cheeseburger, I can say no to that cigarette. It leads
to healthier choices and a better lifestyle to be honest, it’s
contagious.”
Above all, the appreciation for the family-like environment of the gym has the most gravitational pull on its
members, and is the biggest common denominator.
“You’re opened up to an additional family,” said Tiffany
Bridges, a senior biology major and a member now for just
over a week.
It’s this bonding that’s the benefactor to a successful
workout.
“It hurts for everyone, it sucks for everyone, but everyone
is always lifting each other up,” Brar said. “It’s such an awesome, positive environment.”
Contact Drew Fagan at faganag@dukes.jmu.edu.

Men’s basketball (13-11)

Junior guides Dukes in more ways than one
Top scorer Ron Curry leads by example and influences freshman guard

Sam taylor / the breeze

Junior guard Ron Curry leads the Dukes with 11.9 points per game and 4.3 assists per game this season. He’s also a big influence on freshman guard Joey McLean, who said he wants to follow in Curry’s footsteps.
By kevin romm
contributing writer

For JMU men’s basketball, leadership doesn’t come from a
senior or someone who will chew teammates out for making a
careless mistake. Instead, it comes from a shy junior point guard
from New Jersey, Ron Curry.
“I’m not really a talker,” Curry said about his leadership traits.
“I just try to lead by example and be a fun guy to be around.”
Curry’s actions have made his game something to talk about
as he’s averaging nearly 15 points a game in the month of February, helping the Dukes move into fourth place in the Colonial
Athletic Association. For the season, Curry leads the team with
11.9 points per game.
The junior captain linked his success to being more focused
and motivated.
“I was trying to change some things I was doing off the court,
and put a lot of time in, and when you put time in, you get results,”
Curry said.
Curry needs to continue his persistent scoring effort, especially with the dismissal of junior guard Andre Nation. After a
five-game suspension to start the season, Nation averaged nine

points per game in 12 games played this year. Last season, Nation
led the team with 15.4 points per game, though he played in just
14 games.
It’s clear Curry can score the ball, but there’s some skepticism
about whether his scoring capability has reached its full potential.
“He has more consistent scoring ability than he has shown,
but the light has gone on for Ron,” head coach Matt Brady said.
“One of the things about being a primary scorer is being able to
consistently make threes, and when he has done that … he has
been a difference-maker for us.”
Curry’s selfless style of play indicates he’ll do whatever he can
to make the team better, whether it’s scoring, passing or even
dealing with the pressure of taking the last shot.
“I want the ball in my hands … not necessarily to shoot, but to
make a play,” Curry said.
That leadership quality can speak louder than words. And
although Curry may not be a vocal leader, his body language and
spirit gets the message across to his teammates.
“He has a really good attitude and always keeps us focused
and picks us up after tough losses,” freshman point guard Joey
McLean said.
McLean is just out of high school, and having an older point

guard on this team to look up to helps make that transition to
JMU smoother.
Recruiting McLean has proved to be vital to the Dukes as it has
helped Curry’s scoring and relieved him of some of the pressure
of handling the ball. Curry said he’s glad McLean has allowed
him to take some breaks from it and play off the ball and take
shots off screens.
But Curry and McLean don’t just complement each other with
their play — their leadership styles are nearly identical.
“I want to follow in his footsteps, but also bring my type of
leadership,” McLean said. “I’m not really a vocal leader either,
but I show it on the court and off the court.”
Curry’s influence hasn’t only elevated McLean’s game, but
made him more mature. He gave him confidence and trusted
him to handle the ball.
“The expectation is that Joey continues to improve as a player and have the ability to become a starting-level point guard,”
Brady said.
In the mean time, Curry will continue to serve as the subtle,
reserved leader with a skill set that speaks for itself.
Contact Kevin Romm at rommke@dukes.jmu.edu.
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woMen’s basketball (18-2)

Dukes prepare for challenging conference weekend
JMU travels to play third-place Hofstra on Friday and second-place Drexel on Sunday

Holly Warfield / the breeze

Women’s basketball has nine remaining CAA opponents this season. This weekend they travel north to both Hofstra and Drexel, who are third- and second- place respectively in CAA standings behind JMU.
By robert williams
The Breeze

Former Green Bay Packers coach Vince Lombardi once
said, “The only place you’ll find success before work is in the
dictionary.”
Nevertheless, the newest edition of Webster’s may need to
describe how adamantly the JMU women’s basketball team (182, 9-0 Colonial Athletic Association) has “clocked in” this season.
The Dukes remain undefeated at home and lead the conference just the same.
“So we’ve got the bulls-eye on our back, but we’ve learned to
play with that,” head coach Kenny Brooks said.
JMU heads north this weekend, facing third-place Hofstra University (13-8, 6-4 CAA) on Friday followed by second-place Drexel
University (14-7, 8-2 CAA) on Sunday.
“We have big goals,” Brooks said. “In order to achieve those
goals, we have to go out and win every game and win them one
by one.”
As the Dukes continue to win, they realize that each of their
opponents will be aiming to take them down.
“It’s definitely a big motivation for them to try to beat us, which

commentary

fuels our motivation to get better so that we don’t get beat,” redshirt senior center Lauren Okafor said. “[We’re] just excited and
ready to go.”
Including the regular season and conference tournament, JMU
has won 27 of its last 28 conference games.
The Dukes currently hold a 90 percent winning percentage this
season, their two losses suffered in non-conference play against
the University of Maryland and Vanderbilt University.
However, the Dukes acknowledge that in order to keep this
record afloat, they must learn from their mistakes and improve
as a team.
In JMU’s last matchup against Drexel on Jan. 18, the Dukes were
out-rebounded 40-38 — a rare occurrence for them this season.
Nevertheless, the Dukes managed to emerge with a 66-51 win.
Drexel has won six of its last seven games, the lone loss dealt
by JMU.
According to Brooks, the Dragons present a challenge by making their opponents second-guess themselves and slowing the
flow of the game.
“We played against Drexel and they’re going to minimize possessions: two points is really worth five points,” Brooks said. “We
go up there and we understand that it’s going to be a dog fight

again.”
Hofstra, on the other hand, is on a bit of a slump, having lost
four of its last six games. But Brooks insists on not taking the Pride
lightly.
“We’re playing against two teams that we have history with,”
Brooks said. “We like where we are and we like the challenges
that are ahead of us.”
According to junior guard Precious Hall, no matter how the
game starts, the outcome of the game will always be the opposite
once a certain “rhythm” is found.
“Of course there are going to be games where we start off slow,
but we picked it up a little bit,” said Hall.
Being in such a favored position, the Dukes must continue to
play hard, not let up and all that will translate to the scoreboard,
according to junior guard Ashley Perez.
“It’s all about the game and it’s all about our energy,” Perez
said. “When our energy level is high, I think that the sky’s the
limit for us.”
The Dukes tip off at Hofstra at 7 p.m. on Friday, and at 2 p.m.
at Drexel on Sunday afternoon.
Contact Robert Williams at willi2rj@dukes.jmu.edu.

Conference play midterm grades
Breaking down where JMU stands as it begins the final full month of the regular season

By stephen proffitt
The Breeze

grade on this report card is due to the
uncertainty of the Andre Nation saga. If
what happened between him and sophomore forward Tom Vodanovich proved to
While I advise that you take the followbe the last straw, cut him then and move
ing grades with a grain of salt, here’s my
on with the season. The Dukes went 5-7
take on JMU men’s basketball’s season
with him on the court after he returned at
thus far, all things considered.
Ohio State University the day after ThanksI like to think that these pieces have
giving. The Dukes won two straight games
nothing to do with a subjective letter
over Drexel University and Elon University
adjacent to some category. Rather, it
following his dismissal, but the situation
allows us to explore topics in a strucever since his freshman year was never
tured form, and in a way that we can’t
handled properly. I acknowledge that
in a traditional game story. I’ll delve into
mistakes happen, but not that many, not
the depths of offense, defense, coachthat soon. Something should’ve been done
ing, growth and a look into the team’s
about this a long, long time ago to better
last month of the season.
the relations between both parties.
Offense (B-): At the beginning of the
Head coach Matt Brady has done an
season, I searched for reasons to justify
excellent job coaching this program
why junior guard Ron Curry would have
through adversity, including years plagued
to assume almost all scoring duties. This
by injuries, none of which he could conwas due in part to the indefinite suspentrol. Everyone needs to be on the same
sion of Andre Nation. Nation returned
Sam taylor / the breeze page here in the last month, and consisand had some impact but all this aside,
With a record of 13-11 through 24 games, men’s basketball has improved from last year when the team was 8-16.
tent flashes of improvement are optimistic,
others proved they could score.
but there could be some more execution.
I’ve been proven wrong before and it
Having played the zone over 90 percent or more this season, The team has the potential, it’s about executing.
won’t be the last time. Curry doesn’t have to score for this team
Growth/Maturity (A): Personally myfavorite topic of the
to win. But he does have to make plays. His poise late in games JMU has been its ups and downs. For one, this defensive methhas led the Dukes to numerous wins, including the thriller on Nov. odology usually gets brought up in post-game press conferences report because this team has grown so much compared to last
17 against Radford University. While Curry’s 11.9 points per game with opposing coaches. Sometimes it confuses opponents enough season. During this time last year, JMU was 8-16 overall. At 13-11,
is best on the roster, it isn’t always imperative for a win. I’d argue to the point that it works. Not that it’s some crazy odd mechanism, the improvement is obvious, but the growth is exponential. Sophobut it can be odd to see a team use it with as much consistency more forward Yohanny Dalembert can score with his back to the
his assists carry more weight in a win or a loss.
basket. He’s more patient underneath. By the time he’s a senior,
Sophomore guard Jackson Kent has gone from unconfident and as JMU.
To me, the spatial gap they give up in zone has hurt them more I would pay to come back and see him play (if I can’t work out
weak to a league force on the perimeter. He’s racked up 14 games in
double-digit scoring figures this season and had two career outings than it covers any lack of speed or size. I’d rather see them get getting a media pass). Sophomore forward Paulius Satkus has
in the last week with 19 points apiece, including 11 total three- beat in man-to-man defense than how they’ve been getting beat improved with ball handling, scoring, and most importantly, compointers. Junior guard Winston Grays and freshman forward Hari in zone. Opponents are shooting over 35 percent from downtown fort. Curry continues to mature as a point guard and leader of the
Hall have proven they can score the ball, but the consistency may against the Dukes and over 43 percent from the field. While an Dukes. Kent’s maturity was discussed earlier. The trajectory of this
be hard to come by. Hall’s battled periodical injuries, but should anomaly, Case A of this spatial void was seen on Saturday against roster is extremely high given continued learning.
the College of William & Mary, when Marcus Thornton was knockForecast (B): With seven games left, JMU has faced everyone
be healthy for the last month of play.
in the CAA. The Dukes have four games on the road and three
In the greater scheme, consistency is the key issue at hand. But ing down 23-foot jumpers off the dribble all afternoon.
JMU’s simply giving up too much space in the zone for its own at home yet to play. The better news is that only two of those
most nights, any scoring void gets filled. This is why 66.1 points per
game lands JMU in the middle of the Colonial Athletic Association good. On a few occasions, they’ve adapted late in a game, mor- games is against a team currently in the top half of the conference standings — the University of North Carolina at Wilmington
in scoring. However, wishing on a star every night for someone to phing into a man defense with minutes to play and a slim lead.
I’d like them to play more man. Guys like freshman guard Joey on Feb. 25 and Hofstra University on Feb. 28. Five of the seven
pull through offensively won’t cut it in March’s CAA tournament,
it never has in my eyes. Momentum is huge for these last seven McLean have the speed for the job. McLean did a beautiful job games are against teams with losing records. Win five of seven,
games. The guys need to find their stroke before that bus ride to guarding Thornton in the second half on Saturday. More man, and the Dukes have very good seeding going into Baltimore.
less zone.
Baltimore.
Coaching (C+): So yes, the reason this category gets a passing Contact Stephen Proffitt at proffittjs@gmail.com.
Defense (C): This topic will be centered around the zone.

football | Program benefits from having a full year to recruit
from front

number of other things that the coaching staff searches for in its
players to fit the program as well, such as the desire for a quality
education and sound core values. He also spoke of the importance of a strong relationship the coaching staff builds with each
family.
Of this group of 21 future Dukes, nine are Virginia natives, four
from Maryland, two each from North Carolina, South Carolina
and Pennsylvania, and one each from both Ohio and New Jersey.
“Up and down the Eastern seaboard, we felt like that was a big
part of what we wanted to do in recruiting,” Withers said. “We felt
like we hit on some marks, getting kids out of some states that
we felt like we got to have a footprint in.”
Three two-star recruits; wide receiver Quan Welch, cornerback
Charles Tutt, and linebacker Kirk Robinette, and three three-star
recruits; safety Robert Branch, defensive lineman Jordan Brooks,
and running back Trai Sharp, are a part of this committed group.
Star ratings classify recruits based on their skills and abilities —
more highly rated recruits received more stars. A recruit can earn
up to five stars. However, Withers isn’t focused on how recruits

are rated, but rather, on finding players he likes and fit what the
coaching staff is trying to accomplish for JMU’s football program.
While the football season itself only lasts about four months,
recruiting is a 365-day process.
Last year during Withers’ first season, he and his coaching staff
didn’t start working at JMU until January, leaving them without
luxuries such as spring recruitment and summer camps to help
them evaluate and discover future players.
“We really had to go on a lot of what high schools coaches and
coaches in the area told us,” Withers said. “To me that’s a hard
way to recruit, but I feel like we did a good job.”
JMU had 14 players committed during last year’s National
Signing Day.
Withers feels he and his staff benefitted by, for the first time,
having the whole year to recruit.
When it comes to young players on the team, Withers has
always expected freshmen and other young players to be able
to help the team win games and expects nothing less when this
next group gets to work with the team in June. However, Withers
wants the 21 to soak up the moment.
“I want every one of them to enjoy this day [with their

teammates and their family],” Withers said. “I think the biggest
thing after that is to enjoy the rest of their senior year.”
Besides bringing in new players, Withers spoke of other future
aspects that he feels will improve the program.
The Dukes have two new members on the coaching staff for
next season — offensive coordinator and quarterback coach
Brett Elliot from Mississippi State University, replacing Drew
Mehringer who took an assistant coaching job at the University of Houston, and tight ends coach Sean Fisher from Ohio
State University. John Bowers, the former tight ends coach, has
also transitioned over to a defense coach focusing on outside
linebackers.
In addition, the program is hoping to hire a new position in
the next month or so titled Director of Player Personnel, a position that will also include being video coordinator.
Withers also mentioned that the program has made eight to
nine offers to recruits for the high school class of 2016.
With all this, only time will tell what the future holds for JMU
football on and off the field.
Contact Richie Bozek at breezesports@gmail.com.
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Vietnam War
50 Year Commemoration Luncheon
th

Join us for a free lunch and guest speakers dedicated to honoring and
remembering the Veterans of the Vietnam War.
Monday, February 9, 2015
10:45 AM - 2 PM
James Madison University
Festival Ballroom & Conference Center
Guest speaker: Dr. Steven W. Guerrier - Professor of History

RSVP to Lisa at (540) 568-6264 or troxellm@jmu.edu
RSVP is not required, but requested by February 2nd, 2015
Parking: Convo B lot (free). A shuttle will run between the Conf. Center and parking lot.
Handicap parking available across the street (free) 10:30-2:30 parking is free

LIKE US

Mr. J’s
Bagels & Deli

SANDWICH
LIKE US SPECIAL!

$1.00 off

One coupon only. One coupon per order. Not
valid with any other offers. Expires 2/28/15.

One coupon only. One coupon per order. Not
valid with any other offers. Expires 2/28/15.

Grilled Turkey Sandwich
w/ Bacon, Cheese,
Lettuce & Mayo
Market Square East

564-0416
LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

LIKE US

INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

LIKE US

LIKE US

91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993

$1.00 SANDWICH!

Buy a Mr. J's Breakfast Special
Sausage, Egg, Cheese & Home
Fries - Get a Sausage, Egg &
Cheese Sandwich for

LIKE US
ON FACEBOOK
TO GET MORE

$1.00!

Rockingham Square

432-1386

Harmony Square

442-1997
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WANT TO WORK FOR
THE BREEZE?
NOW HIRING
Copy editor
Sports editor
News editor
Opinion editor
Life editor
Art director
Photo editor

Apply online at joblink.jmu.edu
Deadline is February 13th, 2015

